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Homework books must be in school on Monday and will be returned on Tuesday.
Reading

Please read aloud to an adult every day for about 15 minutes and ask the adult to sign in the table below. Remember, you need to understand
what you are reading and be able to show this in your Accelerated Reader test.
Remember to bring your reading book to school every day. Please visit Nelson School Library or East Ham Library for your books.

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Maths
Please complete your Maths homework set on www.mathletics.co.uk by your Maths teacher.
If you do not have access to the internet, let your teacher know so you can join the lunchtime Study Club.
RNR Test: Division facts 5 :

SATS Questions:
3+ (

) + 7= 23

Tick two that are correct…
A square has sides of equal length.
A square has curved sides.
A square has lines of symmetry.
A square has five sides
Spelling – your spelling words this week:
1 .You must ensure you know the meaning of the word. -use a dictionary to help you if you are unsure.
2. Write a sentence for each of the words. You can include more than one word in a sentence as long as it makes sense and shows that you
understand the word.
3. Practise and study all of the spelling words ready for the Friday Spelling Test.

loudly

proudly

sadly

shyly

slightly

slowly

suddenly

sweetly

weekly

wisely

Comprehension. Drawing conclusions
Kyle looked around in the dim light. Everything was covered in dust. It took a while, but he finally found
the box labelled "photos." He carried the box downstairs to his grandma, who was waiting in the kitchen.
Where was Kyle?
a. in the basement

b. in the attic

c. in the garage

